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We consider algorithms using linear information to solve a linear local or global problem. 
Although adaptive nonlinear algorithms are possible, we show the existence of nonadaptive 
linear algorithms having maximal order among all methods using this information. In 
particular, this answers (in the affkmative) a conjecture made by the author that there always 
exist maximal-order methods for the local quadrature problem which are nonadaptive and 
linear. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A large number of problems arising in mathematics are numerically solved via 
discretization techniques; examples include differentiation, quadrature, approx- 
imation, and solution of differential equations. These techniques generally consist of 
replacing the domain of interest by a grid of subdomains having diameter h: On each 
subdomain, some form of information is sampled (e.g., a finite number of evaluations 
of an integrand or its derivatives when doing numerical quadrature), an approximate 
solution is defined on each subdomain, and an approximate solution on the original 
domain is obtained by patching together the approximate solutions on each 
subdomain. 
A typical criterion for solving the “local” problems (i.e., the problems on the 
subdomains) is that the local error be of “local order” p, i.e., have the form O(hP) for 
p as large as possible. Typically such results may be translated into analogous results 
for the “global order” (i.e., over the enitre domain of interest). Occasionally, such 
local results may be of independent interest, as in the case of numerical differen- 
tiation. See [2, 3, 7-101, for examples. 
In general, it is possible for the algorithms to be nonlinear in their dependence on 
the information. However, we would prefer to use linear algorithms, which are easy 
to implement; moreover they are (to within a constant factor) of minimal 
combinatory complexity (see Chapter 5 of Part A of [6] for discussion under a 
different complexity model). Moreover, the information may be adaptive, i.e., the ith 
piece of information to be sampled may depend on the first, second,..., (i - I)th 
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pieces of information. For instance, Runge-Kutta methods for ordinary differential 
equation initial-value problems use adaptive information (see [2,6]). 
Suppose the problem and the information are linear in their dependence on the 
“problem elements.” For instance, the “local quadrature problem” of evaluating lt f 
is linear inf; information consisting of evaluating f or its derivatives is an example of 
linear information. We ask whether it is possible that maxima1 order is attained by a 
linear nonadaptive method. (This was conjectured for the local quadrature problem in 
191.) 
In this paper, we show that (under mild smoothness restrictions), linear 
nonadaptive methods yield maxima1 order, so that adaption and nonlinearity in 
algorithms will not improve the order. The proof is in two parts. First, we show that 
adaptive linear information yields no better order than nonadaptive linear infor- 
mation, using ideas similar to thos in [2] and Section 2.7 of Part A of [6]. Hence we 
need only consider nonadaptive information. Secondly, we show that for nonadaptive 
“Lipschitzian” linear information, there always exists a linear method of maxima1 
order. This is a marked contrast to the model studied in Part A of [6], where linear 
“optimal-error algorithms” exist only under further hypotheses (e.g., the problem 
elements come from a Hilbert space or the problem is to approximate a linear 
functional). 
2. PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS 
Let .S; be a (real or complex) linear topological space of “problem elements,” and 
let .Fz be a normed linear space. Let H > 0 be given, as well as a mapping S: 
c;T; x [0, H] -r2. S is said to be a local solution operator. If S(., h) is independent 
of h for 0 < h < H, then S is said to be a global solution operator; we write S(f) 
instead of S(f, h) in this case, and write S: 5 + ST,. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 6 be the set of real-valued functions on [0, H] which are 
analytic on some open disk containing [0, H], under the usual sup-norm topology on 
[0, H]. Let ST, = [R under the usual topology. Then S(f, h) := lifis a local solution 
operator. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 5 be the set of real-valued functions on [- 1, 1 ] which are 
analytic on some open disk containing [-1, 1 ] and let Fz = IR, under the usual 
topologies. Then Sf := f’(0) is a global solution operator. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let 6 and ST, be as in Example 1. Define 
S(f, h) := y(h), 
where y: [0, H] -+ R satisfies the differential equation 
j(t) - ccy(t) = f(t)9 0 < t < H; y(0) = 0, 
for a E IR. Then S is a local solution operator. 
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Typically ;Z is an infinite-dimensional space. That means that a (necessarily) 
finite algoritm can use only a finite amount of information aboutf: Here, ifirmafion 
is defined to be an operator Jy: 5 x [0, H] -+;S of finite rank. In the three 
examples cited above, we have the standard information 
J-*(./x h) := [f(x,) ‘.. f(x,)]. 
In Examples 1 and 3 above, the xi are assumed to be in [0, h]; in Example 2, we 
assume n is odd and Xi = (-1)’ [i/2] h. 
Our class @(.A’-) of algorithms is then defined as the class of all operators rp: 
Range(M) x [0, H] +;r. That is, (p(J’“(f, h), h) is supposed to approximate Sdf; h). 
In what follows we assume that the problem S is linear, i.e., S(e, h) is linear for all 
h E [0, H], and that JV is (possibly) adaptive linear @formation, i.e. 
where 
J’-(.L h) := [Y, -a- Y,], (2.1) 
pi := L,df, h; Y l,..., yi_J (1 <i< n) (2.2) 
and L, ,..., L, are linear functionals in their first variable. If L, ,..., L, depend only on 
their first two variables (i.e., Li is independent of its final i - 1 variables for 
1 < i < n), then _A’- is nonadaptive linear information. Note that Examples l-3 are 
linear problems; the standard information .H* is linear, being adaptive whenever xi 
depends on the previously chosen xi,..., x,._i, as well as on h. 
Our measure of goodness of an algorithm is its order; we use the definition of 
order given in [6]. First, we define an equivalence relation. Given an element f(Z 6, 
a family $ := (3, : 0 < h < h, <H} is in the N-equivalence class off if there exists 
2 E 6 for which lim,+,& = $0 and if 
J%, 7 h) = JW h) VhE(O,h,]. 
We write ~cZ cydf) when this is the case, dropping the subscript JV where it will 
cause no confusion. 
For instance, in Example 1, let 
A(x) :=.0x) + (fi (x -xi)*, 
where x, ,..., X, E [O, h]; then?E E,*(J), with& given by 
s,(x) := f(x) + X2”. 
In Example 2, we choose 
J,(X) := f(x) + x ,h (x - jh)(x + jh) = f(x) + ,fi (x - xi), 
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where r = (n - 1)/2; then?E EP(f), withTo given by 
s,(X) := f(x) + x”. 
Finally, in Example 3, let 
3*(t) := f(t) + fj (t - xi)** (2.3) 
Then 3 E. < + ..(f), withf, given by 
A(t) := f(t) + t2”. 
Then given cp E @(NJ, we define its order p(o) by 
P((P) := SUP A, A #a o 
7 A =a 
where 
A := (420: VfET, V~EE(~),VJE > O,s~~,h)-~(~df,h),h)=o(h'-')}. 
(Here we write r(h) = o(P) if lim,_, (] r(h)]]/h’ = 0, I( - 11 being the X2,-norm.) See 
[7-91 for a discussion of this definition of order as compared to the “classical” 
definition alluded to in Section 1. 
We typically wish to solve two kinds of problems concerning maximal order, the 
terminology is due to Meersman [4]. A Type I problem is 
given JY, determine (p* E G(X) such that 
P(rp*) = m$ P(V)* (2.4) 
Let Y,, denote a class of i@ormation operators of cardinality at most n, i.e., JV E Y,, 
whenever Jlr has the form (2.1), (2.2). Let Gn = UXep, @(.N’) denote the class of all 
algorithms using an information operator of cardinality at most n. A Type IIproblem 
is 
given n, determine q* E Qn such that 
I)@*) = n(n) := FEY PC(P). n (2.5) 
In either case, a theorem from [ 71 is useful. Define, for Jlr E Y”, the order p(N) 
of the irlformation J/r by 
B # 0, 
B=0, 
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where 
B := {q > 0: V_fE57;, V3E E(f), VE > 0, S(jl,, h) - S(f, h) = o(hq-‘)}. 
Then we have 
THEOREM 2.1. Given&'-E Y,,: 
(i) &4 4 &f”h Vyl E @(J? 
(ii) There exists C-Q* E @(J’“) such that p(q*) = p(Jlr). m 
So, the answer to the Type I problem is to choose q* E Q(N) with&*) = p(M); 
then q* satisfies (2.4). The answer to the Type II problem is to choose Jlr* E Y,, 
satisfying 
PV-*) = ,~fg P(M) = 0) (2.6) 
n 
and then to choose q* such that p(q*) = p&F*); then Q* satisfies (2.5). 
We now ask whether the classes of permissible algorithms and information 
operators may be simplified. Our first task will be to simplify the Type II problem by 
showing that for any JF of the form (2-l), (2.2), one can find nonadaptive Jy-“‘” of 
the same cardinality with ~(JP”“) > p(N). Letting e“” denote the subset of ‘y, 
consisting of nonadaptive information, it will then follow that there exists JF* E qon 
satisfying (2.6). 
We now let NE y”, so that we may write 
J(f, h) = [L,(f, h),..., L,(f, h)]. (2.7) 
with L,(., h) a linear functional (1 < i < n). We define the class @L(J’) of all linear 
algorithms using JF to be all a, E @(Jy-) of the form 
GfU h), h) := 5 4t.L h) g,(h), 
i=l 
where g,(h) E 5 (1 < i < n) are independent off E s7;. As pointed out in [6], linear 
algorithms have optimal combinatory complexity (to within a constant factor). Our 
second task will be to show that if J”(f, .) is nonadaptive and Lipschitz continuous 
at zero for all f ET, then there exists q* E @L(~) having maximal order. This 
simplifies the class of algorithms which must be considered when searching for 
maximal order. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
Let NE Y,, be given by (2.1), (2.2). Define 
J-“““y; h) := [LT(_L h),..., WJ; h)], 
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LT(f, h) :=Lidf, h; O,..., 0) (1 <i<n). 
i-l 
times 
THEOREM 3.1. p(Jtrno”) > p(M). 
Proof (see also [ 1, 61). Let p = p(Mno”). Choose f E 5 and 7 E E, r&J such 
that 
l im  sup II SY; h) - Nfh~ h>ll > 
hP+E 
0 
7 V& > 0. h-0 
Let,Fh:=f-~handz’:={z’,:O<h&ho}. 
We claim that ,? E EL(O), “0” denoting the zero element. Indeed, _?E E, lmondf) 
implies that lim,+, A =: f, exists in ;T; . Hence 
We must show that M(fh, h) = [O,..., 01. The proof is by induction. Clearly LT = L, 
implies 
Yl=L,(f-~h:,,h)=L,(f,h)-L,(~hh,h)=O. 
Now letyj=O (1 Q j<i- 1). Then 
.JJ,=Lidf, h; _Yl,**., Yi_r)-L,*(rh:,, h) 
= Lidf, h; O,..., 0) - Li(sh, h; O,..., 0) = 0, 
completing the induction. 
Now Fh = f - Th implies 
]] s(O, h) - s(fh, h)ll = Il s(z’,9 h)ll 
= Il sdf, h) - s(?h, h)ll+ 
Hence 
lim sup II W h) - WT h>ll 
hP+c 
= lim sup II m h) - x6I~ hII > 0 
hP+E 3 
h-0 h-0 
so that p + E 6Z B (for A’) V/E > 0 (see definition of “order of information” in 
Section 2). Thus p + E > sup B =p(J’“) for all E > 0, implying p&N”‘“) = 
P 2 P(J”)- I 
Using Theorems 2.1 and 3.1, we see that when looking for information of maximal 
order in Y”, we need only consider the nonadaptive methods. 
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COROLLARY. w=s~P~,Y$dw")* 
In what follows, we assume that co” consists of Lipschitzian irlformation, i.e., 
JV E q“” implies that _N’(S, +) is Lipschitz continuous at 0 for all f E ST;. 
THEOREM 3.2. Given Lipschitzian nonadaptive N, ME Eon, then there is a 
linear algorithm q* E @L(Jtr) such that 
P(q*) = P(J9 
Hence q* has maximal order in @(Jlr), implying 
ProoJ Let N be given by (2.7). For h > 0, we have the direct sum 
where 
JQh = kerJY(., h) = h ker Li(., h) 
i=l 
Without loss of generality, we assume that L,(., h),..., L,(-, h) are linearly 
independent functionals, otherwise we merely use the independent functionals. So 
n = dim di. Since _A’- is Lipschitzian, we now choose a basis b,(h),..., b,(h) for di 
satisfying 
and 
Lj(bi(h), h) = 6, (3.2) 
b,(O) := ljn~ b,(h) exists in ;T; (1 <i<n). (3.3) 
(This is done in a manner similar to that alluded to in the proof of Lemma 4.4 of 
Part B of [6].) Then (3.2) implies that the direct sum decomposition 
f =.f;+.f; GfOh-4~fhl-G) (3.4) 
indicated in (3.1) is given by choosing 
j-i := ,$ ~,df, h) WO 
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Let f’ := {fi : 0 < h < Z-l}. We claim that f’ E E(j). Clearly lim,, f i exists in 
,Yj from (3.3) and (3.4). Moreover, (3.4) yields 
L&X h)=Li<f”,,h) +L,(fiY h)=L,df,l, h), 
sincefi E ker Li(*, h). Thus Jv‘(J; h) = ~Vdft, h). Sof’ E E(f), as claimed. 
We then define a linear algorithm p*, o* E @L(Jy‘), by 
fJl*(xV; h), h) I= S(fk, h) = i Lj(.L h, gjCh)v (3.5) 
j=l 
where 
We now claim 
information in 
rp E @(J’+) (by 
to find 
gj(h) := S(bj(h), h)* 
that p(cp*) = p(J’“). Indeed, let q E B (from the definition of order of 
Section 2), noting that B = 0 implies that p(q) = p(J’J = 0 for all 
Theorem 2. l), and let f E ST;. Then for any E > 0, we use f’ E E(f) 
s(f;, h) - S(f; h) = CqP) as h--f 0. (3.6) 
Moreover, for any f” E E(J), we have 
S(f; h) - S(s, 9 h) = c+P’) as h-,0. (3.7) 
The triangle inequality, (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7) yield 
cp”(JQ h), h) - S(A, h) = o(hq-‘) as h-+0 
for any f E 6, p E E(f) and E > 0. Thus q E A (from the definition of order in 
Section 2). Hence B G A, implying 
p(x) = SUP B < sup A = P(P*> < p(J’-1, 
the last inequality being from Theorem 2.1. I 
Combining Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we see that the problem of finding a (possibly 
nonlinear) method for solving a linear problem using (possibly adaptive) linear infor- 
mation and having maximal order is solved by choosing a linear method using 
nonadaptive linear information. 
We finally return to our examples. For Example 1 (local numerical quadrature), 
Legendrffiauss quadrature is a maximal-order algorithm with local order 2n + 1; 
see [9]. For Example 2 (numerical differentiation), the central difference formula is a 
maximal-order algorithm with order n - 1 = 2r; see [8]. 
We now consider Example 3 (local solution of an initial-value problem). Given 
f E Sr;, defineJE E_,(f) by (2.3). Since 
S(f, h) = @“I” PLf(t) dt, 
0 
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I 1 if aa0 c := eaH if a<0 
to find 
>c In h a (t-xi)* dt 0 i=l 
h Zn+l 
0 - 
1 n 
EC 2 j _ 
(n!)” 
2 c (2n + 1)[(2n)!13 h 
2n+l 
’ 
where ri = 2x,/h - 1, and the minimizing r1 ,..., r, are the zeros of the Legendre 
polynomial P,(see, e.g., [5]). This implies that &A’-*) < 2n + 1. 
We now describe a method of local order 2n + 1 for solving the problem using the 
information Jtr*. Let Q, denote the polynomial of degree n which is orthogonal to all 
polynomials of degree at most n - 1 with respect to the inner product 
(r,s)=j"e -“‘r(t) s(t) dt. 
0 
Let the knots X, ,..., x, of Jlr* be the zeros of Q,. Define 
ai:=joheP’?, 
t-x. 
J dt. 
xi - xj 
Then the algorithm 
q*(Ndf, h), h) := enh jj ajf(Xj) 
j=l 
(3-g) 
is a linear nonadaptive algorithm. Let 3~ EX*df). Since SE1 a,f(xJ is a Gaussian 
quadrature rule to approximate Jt emayh(t) dt, we use a standard error formula from 
[5], namely, 
as h-+0 (3.9) 
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where 5 E (0, h) and 
n 
Kh = 
i 
1 
e-h(‘+s)‘2 n (s - Si)2 ds 
-1 i=l 
= K( 1 + O(h)) as h + 0, (3.10) 
where Xi = (h/2)(1 + Si) and 
1 n 
K= I n _ 1 i=, (3 - St>’ ds* 
Since eah = 1 + O(h) as h + 0, (3.8), (3.9), and (3.10) yield 
s(s,, h)-(p*(x(f;h), h)-K ‘;;;’ (%)‘“” as h-i 0, 
which implies that p(q*) = 2n + 1. 
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